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The X-Men travel to the Breakworld, where they must stop a race of aliens from shooting an unstoppable missile at
Earth--aliens who believe that Colossus is destined to destroy their planet.
Astonishing X-Men By Joss Whedon & John Cassaday Ultimate CollectionMarvel
Collects Astonishing X-Men 36, 37, 39, 41.
Dream-team creators Joss Whedon and John Cassaday present an explosive, all-new flagship X-Men series. Cyclops
and Emma Frost re-form the X-Men with the express purpose of "astonishing" the world. but when breaking news
regarding the mutant gene unexpectedly hits the airwaves, will it derail their new plans before they even get started? As
demand for the "mutant cure" reaches near riot levels, the X-Men go head-to-head with the enigmatic Ord, with an
unexpected ally tipping the scales! COLLECTING: Astonishing X-Men 1-12
Une nouvelle équipe de X-Men est formée. Ce groupe est plus que jamais décidé à défendre le rêve du professeur
Xavier : voir coexister pacifiquement les humains et les mutants. Cyclope, Emma Frost, Kitty Pryde, le Fauve et
Wolverine enquêtent sur les travaux du Dr Rao qui prétend avoir trouvé un remède contre les mutations. Puis il feront
face à une surprenante question : qu'arrive-t-il à la Salle des Dangers ? Joss Whedon et John Cassaday ouvrent une
nouvelle et glorieuse ère dans l'histoire des mutants, avec des rebondissements inattendus à la clé.
A deadly mystery draws Kitty Pryde and her fire-breathing friend Lockheed from Astonishing X-Men to the shores of
Japan. Ninjas and dragons will be the least of their worries! Featuring art by legendary X-Men artist Paul Smith and
written by Age of Apocalypse scribe Akira Yoshida! Collects X-Men: Kitty Pryde - Shadow & Flame #1-5.
Ak?ní komiksová série se slavným mutantským týmem X-Men?. V?ci, které byly p?ipravovány a nazna?ovány v minulých
dvou knihách, te? vystupují na povrch... spolu se zrádcem v týmu, nebezpe?ným soupe?em z minulosti, mimozemským
zabijákem, znovuzrozeným klubem Hellfire a dalšími hrozbami. Do toho se Emma Frostová za?íná chovat zna?n?
podivn? a ohrožovat celý tým. Nakladatelská anotace.
A tragic death at the Xavier Institute reveals a powerful enemy living among the X-Men that they could never have suspected - and no, it's not
Magneto. Things heat up in a way none of the X-Men ever dreamed, but will teamwork save the day when they can't even depend on
themselves? Collects Astonishing X-Men (2004) #7-12
Now in one titanic tome: the entire chart-topping run of super-team Joss Whedon and John Cassaday! Winner of multiple prestigious Eisner
Awards, Whedon and Cassaday's ASTONISHING X-MEN was a smash hit with critics and fans alike from the very first issue - winning praise
from dozens of top media outlets including Entertainment Weekly, Publishers Weekly, TV Guide and New York Magazine, as well as racking
up nearly every major comic book industry award. Buff y the Vampire Slayer creator Whedon and Cassaday (CAPTAIN AMERICA, Planetary)
assembled a tight cast - Cyclops, Beast, Wolverine and Emma Frost, joined by returning fan-favorite Kitty Pryde - and set forth at a
groundbreaking pace, from the opening pages of a Sentinel attack to the unexpected return of a beloved X-Man. Then, building on early
momentum, they ratcheted up the danger and drama with a shocking second year, creating a must-read book that can truly be called
"astonishing!" Packed with more than 40 pages of extras - including creator interviews, script pages, character designs and variant covers.
COLLECTING: ASTONISHING X-MEN (2004) 1-24, GIANT-SIZE ASTONISHING X-MEN (2008) 1
Emma Frost's erratic behavior has the X-Men spinning in a non-stop downward spiral. Will an unlikely union be the final straw? After secretly
lying in wait for months, the new Hellfire Club makes its move! Plus: The X-Man destined to destroy the Breakworld stands revealed! Who is
it, and what will be their fate? Collects Astonishing X-Men #13-18.
Ak?ní komiksová série se slavným mutantským týmem X-men?. Když Xavierovou školou ot?ese tragická smrt, zjistí X-Meni, že se v jejich
st?edu celé roky skrývá smrtící nep?ítel a že zná všechna jejich tajemství. Aby tohohle p?ekvapujícího soupe?e zvládli, musejí se znovu
spojit. Což bohužel práv? te? nebude zrovna jednoduché. Nakladatelská anotace. Kráceno.
The X-Men have evolved. Cyclops and Emma Frost re-form the team with the express purpose of "astonishing" the world. But when breaking
news regarding the mutant gene unexpectedly hits the airwaves, will it derail their new plans before they even get started? As demand for the
"mutant cure" reaches near-riot levels, the X-Men go head-to-head with the enigmatic Ord, with an unexpected ally - and some unexpected
adversaries - tipping the scales! Experience Joss Whedon and John Cassaday's blockbuster re-imagining of the X-Men like never before in
this new adaptation!
Collects X-Men (1991) #1-7. The mutant terrorist Magneto again threatens the world, and only the X-Men can stop him! And should they
survive this confrontation, the villainous Omega Red is waiting in the wings!
Collects Astonishing X-Men (2004) #48-51, Alpha Flight (1983) #106, Nation X #2. The Marauders return with a vengeance when Chimera
leads the deadly squad against the X-Men! Karma discovers an unknown but incredibly powerful telepath is controlling their assailants, and
Wolverine leads his team on an investigation that puts their minds and hearts to the ultimate test. When a psychic ambush pits the X-Men
against their teammate Northstar, he learns the true meaning of devotion — as his boyfriend Kyle holds a gun to his head! Northstar’s
decision in the face of death will lead him to the wedding that the world’s been waiting for — if he can survive a harrowing battle against his
teammates and the love of his life! Plus: the classic landmark Marvel moment when Northstar publicly announced that he is gay
Collects Astonishing X-Men (2004) #57-59, 62-68. Warbird is on the run, labeled an enemy of Earth as well as the Shi’ar. Now the X-Men
must decide whether to help her or bring her in. But what’s the secret of that alien artifact she’s uncovered? Then, in the aftermath of XTermination, Iceman begins to deal with the aftershocks of his multi-dimensional ordeal. A catastrophic storm has buried much of the
northern hemisphere under the deadly weight of snow, creating a kingdom where only one man rules: Bobby Drake. But Bobby’s mind has
become fragmented and lost. Who will stop his reign of terror? Plus: Wolverine and Gambit hit the road in a stolen Lamborghini... with an
alien stuffed in the teeny tiny trunk!
Abigail Brand, director of S.W.O.R.D., has been in some sticky situations, and she isn't the type who asks for help to get out of them. But
when you're careening toward Earth in the cockpit of a damaged spaceship after being attacked on an exploding asteroid 7.5 million miles
from Earth....it's time to call the X-Men. They might not have much of a plan, or much of a chance, but that's certainly never stopped them
before. Watch as the X-Men go up against all-new versions of some of their worst foes: genetically manipulated Brood missiles, meat
Sentinels and an island monster modeled after Krakoa. Superstar artist Phil Jimenez joins writer Warren Ellis for the second installment of
this mind-bending series! COLLECTING: Astonishing X-Men #31-35
Greg Pak (World War Hulk) and Mike McKone (Amazing Spider-Man) are here to put the ASTONISHING back in the X-Men. Something isn't
what it seems. Storm needs Cyclops' help with a special mission against Sentinels, but it ends up being much more than they bargained for.
Oh, and they kiss. WHAT!?!? Who has kidnapped them, who are these familiar looking mutants, and what is the true identity of the villain
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Saviour? The biggest, most exciting X-Men story in years is here! COLLECTING: Astonishing X-Men 44-47, material from Astonishing X-Men
: Ghost Boxes 1
Collecting Astonishing X-Men (2017) #7-12.Charles Xavier is back! And he has a plan. He’s going to save the world — whether the world
likes it or not! But Charles may have made the greatest mistake of his life: Proteus, one of the most terrifying adversaries the X-Men have
ever faced, has returned as well! But evil doesn’t always know it’s evil. Still reeling from their narrow escape from the Shadow King and the
loss of a crucial ally, how will the mutant heroes face an enemy with the power to remake the world? As a reality storm batters London and its
inhabitants, Psylocke must decide between trusting the mysterious man called X and letting her beloved city fall into ruin. Meanwhile, with the
fate of the planet at stake, the X-Men choose their field commander for the looming battle against Proteus!
Charles Soule and a stellar roster of superstar artists unite to put the Astonishing back in the X-Men! An ancient evil is attacking the world's
most powerful minds. It will have them by the time you finish this sentence, and a moment later, it will have us all. A band of X-Men discovers
the truth behind the threat, but is there any time left for Psylocke, Old Man Logan, Bishop, Archangel, Fantomex, Rogue and Gambit? In an
action-packed X-epic, they must head to the astral plane in pursuit of...the Shadow King! But in this brain-bending mindscape, not everything
is as it seems, and reality is a relative concept. Will this impromptu squad of X-Men be able to contain the chaos from spilling out into the
world? COLLECTING: ASTONISHING X-MEN 1-6
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Astonishing X-Men #1-12"--Indicia.
Contains various stories featuring Wolverine.
Collects X-Men Unlimited (2004) #2-14, Giant-Size X-Men (2005) #3-4, Mythos: X-Men (2006) #1, material from Free Comic Book Day 2006
(X-Men/Runaways). An uncanny array of A-list talents unleashes their unlimited imaginations! The mutants of Joss Whedon and John
Cassaday’s ASTONISHING X-MEN – Shadowcat, Beast, Wolverine, Emma Frost and the recently resurrected Colossus — take center stage
in insightful and exciting solo stories! Bishop patrols the streets of District X, Gambit takes on an expensive mission, Juggernaut tries to
become a teacher, Nightcrawler makes a new friend, Angel puts his business skills to the test, Iceman debates retiring from heroism,
Cannonball and Sunspot try to get dates — and the astonishing X-Men meet the Runaways! Plus: Untold tales of the All-New, All-Different XMen — and a fresh, contemporary take on the original team’s founding!
It's the book you've been waiting for! The superstar team of Warren Ellis and Simone Bianchi are ready to take the X-Men to the "Second
Stage"! Messiah CompleX pulled the X-Men team together, Divided We Stand tore them apart. Now the X-Men are back to business - with a
new look, a new base of operations, and a mystery to solve that will take them into previously uncharted territory and test them to their core!
Collects Astonishing X-Men #25-30, Ghost Boxes #1-2.
Now in one titanic tome: the entire chart-topping run of super-team Joss Whedon and John Cassaday! Winner of multiple prestigious Eisner
Awards, Whedon and Cassaday's Astonishing X-Men was a smash hit with critics and fans alike from the very first issue - winning praise
from dozens of top media outlets including Entertainment Weekly, Publishers Weekly, TV Guide, and New York Magazine, as well as racking
up nearly every major comic-book industry award. Buffy the Vampire Slayer creator Whedon and Cassaday (Captain America, Planetary)
assembled a tight cast - Cyclops, the Beast, Wolverine, and Emma Frost, joined by returning fan-favorite Kitty Pryde - and set forth a
groundbreaking pace, from the opening pages of a Sentinel attack to the unexpected return of a beloved X-Man. Then, building on early
momentum, they ratcheted up the danger and drama with a shocking second year, creating a must-read book that can truly be called
"astonishing!" Collects Astonishing X-Men #1-24, and Giant-Size Astonishing X-Men #1.
Children of the Atom, or something else? A small African town has been hit with a series of bizarre occurrences, as children are born
possessing strange and powerful abilities. With the mutant race dwindling, the X-Men are the fi rst on the scene to investigate the
phenomenon. When they arrive, their hopes are raised by what looks to be a concentration of mutant births. But soon they find themselves
confronted by the country's ruthless leader, who has his own ideas of what the children truly are and how to deal with them. Have the X-Men
stumbled across a series of new mutant births, or are they dealing with something far more dangerous?
Collects Astonishing X-Men Volume 1 #1-6, written by acclaimed TV writer Joss Whedon (Buffy the Vampire Slayer) and illustrated by John
Cassaday (X-Men/Alphaflight, Daredevil).
An evolutionary biologist and a dentist with family ties to mutant genocide uncover a South American city populated by a technology unlike
any the world has seen, and unleash its deadly force on an unsuspecting mutant population. A Graphic Novel.
Collects no. 25-30 of Marvel Comics "X-men," which finds the superheroes at a new base of operations and with a new mystery to solve.

Cyclops and Emma Frost want to reunite the X-Men in order to astonish the world, but as the demand for a "mutant cure"
escalates, they find some unexpected allies and adversaries.
The chart-topping super-team of Joss Whedon (TV's Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Runaways) and John Cassaday
(Planetary, Captain America) return for more Astonishing X-Men! If you thought their past efforts were full of shocks and
surprises, hold onto your eyeballs because you haven't seen anything yet! Things go from peculiar to just plain bizarre as
Emma Frost's erratic behavior sends the X-Men spinning in a nonstop downward spiral. Will an unlikely union be the final
straw? After secretly lying in wait for months, the new Hellfire Club makes its move! Plus: The X-Man destined to destroy
the Breakworld stands revealed! Who is it, and what will be their fate? And will the X-Men be able to protect Earth from
certain destruction at the hands of the Breakworld? When it's all over, nothing will ever be the same! No, really, we mean
it!
Dream-team creators Joss Whedon and John Cassaday present a brand-new era for the X-Men! Cyclops and Emma
Frost re-form the X-Men with the express purpose of "astonishing" the world. But when breaking news regarding the
mutant gene unexpectedly hits the airwaves, will it derail their new plans before they even get started? As demand for the
"mutant cure" reaches near-riot levels, the X-Men go head-to-head with the enigmatic Ord, with an unexpected ally - and
some unexpected adversaries - tipping the scales! Collects Astonishing X-Men (2004) #1-6.
The X-Men are off to protect the Earth from its destruction at the hands of the Breakworld...and when it's all over, nothing
will ever be the same! No, really, we mean it! Whedon and Cassaday prove they are more than Astonishing: They are
unstoppable! Collects Astonishing X-Men (2004) #19-24 & Giant-Size Astonishing X-Men #1.
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